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1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

This document details the thermal performance of the key features of the R 7021 transport 
container under normal and accident conditions of transport as specified in TS-R-l for Type 
B(U) packaging. It also examines the sensitivity of the design to key design features. The 
results, which are worst-case temperatures at various points in and around the structure, 
provide reference data for documents that demonstrate various aspects of regulatory 
compliance. 

2. DESCRIPTION 

The design consists of a lead shielded, stainless steel flask mounted on a pallet and protected 
from heat by a jacket and top shield (figure 1). The jacket and top shield are double-skinned 
fabrications with integral thermal insulation. The flask also contains insulation in its top and 
bottom comers. The flask is designed to be pond operated and therefore the cavity is 
equipped with a drain tube at its base and a venting hole through the closure. As it is also 
designed to transport non-Special Form material the closure, drain and vent plugs are each 
equipped with an O-ring seal. 
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Figure 1: R7021 Assembly 
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4. Using the values that gave the highest temperatures, the model was subjected to the 
normal conditions thermal environment (in its normal orientation). 

5. Starting with that temperature profile the container model was subjected to the 
accident condition thermal test in three different orientations. 

6. The contents were modelled in each orientation using the peak cavity wall 
temperature. 

7. To assess the effect of mechanical damage, three new models, incorporating the 
damage sustained in each orientation, were subjected to the thennal test. 

8. The maximum reverse temperature gradient in the closure flange was calculated from 
the case giving the highest peak temperature at that point. 

9. The contents were re-modelled in the orientation that previously gave the highest 
capsule temperature using the peak cavity wall temperature. 

The Special Form contents (see R7410/ 1.1) heat load was modelled as follows: 

1. Benchmarking was revised to establish a more accurate emissivity for the flask surface 
(in the previous study it had been set to a nominal value). 

2. The container and contents models were modified to incorporate the higher heat load 
and increased number of capsules. 

3. The container model was subjected to the normal conditions environment and the 
contents model to the maximum cavity wall temperature. 

4. The container model was subjected the thermal test in the orientation that gave the 
highest lead temperatures in the previous study. 

5. The contents were modelled in the same orientation using the peak cavity wall 
temperature. 

4.1.4 Contents 
The contents were simulated using a separate model comprising capsules, basket and cavity 
wall. Capsules were modelled as solid stainless steel cylinders of the same dimensions as the 
R2089 capSUle. The basket spacer rings were modelled, to capture their effect on air flow, but 
not the vertical tie-rods. Cavity wall temperatures were taken fTom the f1ask model. Accident 
conditions contents temperatures were modelled using the peak cavity wall temperature with 
the cavity and contents in the drop test orientation. 

4.1 .5 Internal heat load 
Heat is generated when radiation is absorbed. Monte Carlo analysis of similar containers and 
contents has shown that the total heat load is proportioned primarily between the contents (by 
self shielding), the cavity wall, the first radial 12mm of the shielding and the rest of the radial 
shielding. The container model, which does not include the capsules, distributes their heat 
evenly over the surface of the cavity wall as a heat f1ux . The contents model distributes 
capsule heat evenly through their volume. 
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